
MINUTES OF MEETING OF PERTH GRAMMAR SCHOOL PARENT COUNCIL 
(‘PGSPC’) HELD AT PERTH GRAMMAR SCHOOL ON 26th April 2017 
 
Attendees: C Menmuir, R Wilson, B Mortimer,  E Connon, F Robertson, A Cummins, C Laird, 
C Scott, J Conn, G Harbot, H McRitchie, A Miller 
Apologies: N Farquhar, L Middleton. 
 
1) Minutes & Matters Arising 

Minutes of PGSPC meeting 9th March 2017 – clarification 
- FR requested it be noted that her comment around Maths potentially being an area 

for resource issues was just ‘a reflection of staffing at a point in time’.  
- AC asked for the March minutes to reflect that the representative from the estates 

stated that the PGS refurbishment works are unlikely to start before 2020 and after 
completion of the new Bertha Park School. 
 

- Peter Flood is currently on holiday and will be asked to attend the next PGSPC meeting 
on 30th May to provide an update and answer any questions.   

 
2) Head Teacher update 
        Staff update 

- Drama post – FR hopeful that a suitable candidate has now been identified through the 
generic interview process. 

- Deputy Head Ross Hunter is retiring and interviews will take place to recruit a new 
Deputy Head  

- Phyllis Lau (maths) is leaving having secured another post at Larbert High School. 
- Jillian Laing (history) is leaving to take up a history teaching post at Falkirk High school, 

to be closer to home. 
- Languages position being advertised to cover French & Spanish.   
 
New school update 
- Confirmed school will be named Bertha Park High School 
- Head teacher recruitment for school will commence October 2017, and successful 

candidate will be based in PGS from April 2018.  Likely to be supported by some 
additional staff but no confirmation of this at current time.  First cohort of S1s approx. 
90 pupils will start in August 2018 and spend full academic year in PGS.  New building 
will open in August 2019, 2018 cohort of S1s will move into building with new 2019 S1s 
(school will open with just S1 and S2 year groups). 

 
Other news 
- Rights Respecting Schools award announced.  PGS now looking to achieve level 1 

accreditation end December 2017.   
- Career Ready Graduation event on 19th April saw 6 PGS pupils graduating. 
- To celebrate what would have been pupil Kathleen Harkins 16th birthday the school 

unveiled a display of her artwork along with a balloon release. 
- Discussed awareness of youth behaviour issues at the weekend in Perth, no adverse 

media coverage involving PGS pupils.  Meeting held with street Pastor who expressed an 
interest in this specific issue. 



- Next term senior prefect recruitment process took place this week.  Based on PC 
feedback from the previous year recruitment process, both timing of the process and 
size of interview panel were amended. 

- Community warden and parent engagement process is ongoing 
- FR is presenting a lecture at Aberdeen University on 29th May which is also an excellent 

opportunity to promote Perth as great place to work. 
 
3. Pupil support team 
 CM advised parents were seeking feedback on the Principal Teacher of Guidance (PToG) 
process which was changing in PGS, in that PToG could no longer also have subject teaching 
responsibilities.  FR advised this was bringing PGS into line with other Perth & Kinross 
schools and should have been in place in PGS for some time now.  Each house will have one 
key PToG person, so a named person for every pupil.  Some PGSPC members expressed 
concern that this change now meant the PGS maths department resource and skills will be 
depleted when coupled with other maths teachers leaving PGS which  had already 
impacted;  and would further impact on pupils education and could lead to a drop in maths 
standards.   
 
The new PToG House set up will be:- 
- 1 PTOG 
- 3 support teaches (not subject or classroom tied) covering:  Behaviour;  Support for 

Learning; and Enhanced provision 
 
Concern had also been raised that some Y4 pupils had not been encouraged to return to 
school after completing their exams to complete their education.   FR and CS confirmed that 
PGS had a clear policy of encouraging pupils to stay as long as they could and  complete 
their education and were encouraged to select the courses that they did best in to help 
them maximise opportunities after school.    CS said that if any parent had concerns they 
should contact the school to discuss their specific issues. 
 
CS also highlighted that PGS were hosting a P7 transitions event on 25th May in PGS as this 
event is no longer taking place for catchment schools at Bells sports centre.  Event is for P7 
pupils coming to PGS in August 2017.  There will be a number of workshops and events for 
the P7 pupils to get involved with to help them as part of their transition process. 

 
 

4.  PC parental engagement 
Discussion on how to try and get more parents involved with the PGSPC.  Suggestions 
were a letter to parents and/or a survey.  Good opportunity at P7 transition evening on 
7th June to promote the purpose of PGSPC.  RW to create a short information sheet that 
we can share with parents on the night to highlight the purpose of the parent council 
and what we do which will also go into the school bulletin/the PGS website.  AM and CM 
to work on a possible short survey. 
 
 
 
 



5. Community engagement event 
 Due to other school events in May/June decision made to postpone this event until August 
2017.  By then the new Councillors will be in place so a good opportunity to invite them 
along. 
 
6. School refurbishment 
 No project manager appointed yet 
 
7. Transition booklet 
 CM to check status of transition booklet with S. McKenzie who has previously been involved 
with production. 
 
8. Staff reception 
 Annual buffet PGSPC provides as a thank you to PGS staff.  Provisional date for this is 
Tuesday 20th June.  All PC members asked to consider coming into school to assist on the 
afternoon and/or contribute food for the event.  
 
9. AOB 
 - AC agreed to represent PGSPC on the interview panel for the new Deputy Head Position. 
 - RW advised that a complaint had been raised re how Royal Bank of Scotland had so poorly 
handled the request to amend signatories on the PGSPC bank mandate.  RBS agreed to pay 
£46.75 to compensate for the significant inconvenience caused and, to cover the ‘trouble & 
upset’ caused, they sent a coffee hamper which it is proposed be donated to PGS as a future 
raffle prize. 
- FR to seek assurance from transport providers that buses will be on time during exam 

season. 
 
 
NEXT MEETING: Tuesday 30th May at 6.30 p.m, Perth Grammar School 
 
 
 


